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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher With Lonely Planet's Moroccan Arabic

Phrasebook, let no barriers - language or culture - get in your way. Our phrasebooks give you a

comprehensive mix of practical and social words and phrases in more than 120 languages. Chat

with the locals and discover their culture - a guaranteed way to enrich your travel experience.  Order

the right meal with our menu decoder Never get stuck for words with our 3500-word two-way

dictionary We make language easy with shortcuts, key phrases & common Q&As Feel at ease, with

essential tips on culture & manners Coverage includes: Moroccan Arabic, Berber, French Authors:

Written and researched by Lonely Planet, Dan Bacon, Bichr Andjar, and Abdennabi Benchehda.

About Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel guide

publisher with guidebooks to every destination on the planet, as well as an award-winning website,

a suite of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet's

mission is to enable curious travellers to experience the world and to truly get to the heart of the

places they find themselves in. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in

Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' -The New

York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on

mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how

to travel the world.' -Fairfax Media (Australia)
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Buyer beware, this new edition of the Moroccan Arabic Phrasebook is basically identical to the



previous edition, including the layout. It is not as if there were no mistakes to correct, in fact there

are many and they do not seem to be corrected.As far as I can see they removed the capital on

French and Berber (which were both useless) and added a chapter on Sustainable Travel as an

appendix. Again lazy work on part of LP!

The typeface is so small itÃ¢Â€Â™s hard to read. And the Arabic script is so tiny even native

speakers are reaching for their glasses.

Once I heard LP is having a new version of Morcoccan arabic, I immediately know all these

mistakes that exist in previous version will be kept the same. And it is true! What's the point of

having a new version?

Wish the words gave phonetic pronunciation in English... the book gives phonetic pronunciation in

Arabic, so you constantly have to refer back to the first pages of the book in which the author

explains what sounds each vowel and some consonants make.

Full of mistakes, disappointing again. I will never buy LP dictionaries again. Is it really that hard to

correct the mistakes?

Very helpful. Important phrases in the front with pronunciations.

great book, great service

I spent 3 weeks in Morocco. I didn't know a bit of Arabic when I arrived and with the help of the book

and a couple of friendly Moroccans, I was able to navigate throughout he country. :)
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